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PREFACE

This guide has been prepared to ?-alp teachers implement Reading 10 in
Alberta high schools. Teachers are encouraged to usn it in conjunction
with the mce extensive accompanying morograph, Teaching and Evaluating
Reading in the Senior High School. We suggecA that you take a few minutes
to familiarize yourself with the contents.

PART ONE introduces the course and relates Reading 10 to
the senior high language arts program and the overall
high school programs The Statement of Content and list
of resources conclude this section.

PAR., TWO lays out the course in an Expanded Statement of
Content which includes suggested teaching/learning
activities and strategies. This section is de3igned to
help teachers plan for effective instruction.

PART THREE gives suggestions for approaches to teaching and
evaluation which are appropxiate to the philosophy of
Reading 10.
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Reading 10 has been designed as a
developmental reading course which
will meet the need of many high
school students for a course which
focuses an improving strategies for
deriving meaning from print.

Reading 10 is built on recent reading
research. It is a program in Which
the student will be helped to develop
strategies to begin Independent
reading of a variety of print
materials, for a range of purposes,
in present and future reading
situations.

Reading 10 is designed for classroom
use; ft cannot and should not replace
reading clinicians for help with
severe reading problems. School
syst6zs fortunate enough to have
reading specialists and/or clinicians
should use their expertise in dealing
with remediation for those students
who require clinical assistance.
Reading 10 is not designed as a
remedial reading course to deal with
the problems of that part of the
student population (2 - 5%) which has
severe reading disabilities. For
most high school readers, however,
the course offers opportunity to
develop and strengthen reading skills
and strategies.

Reading 10 is directed to high school
students who wish to strengthen their
reading skills in order to become
more successf-1 in school and out-of-
school reading and learning. It is
hoped that the course will be made
available to high school students
having a broad range of abilities.
Reading 10 is designed in such a way
that it can be taught:

Develqmentally, for students of
average to better than average
rRading Ability;

. Correctively, for students with
acknowledged reading weaknesses.

Reading 10 is not designed to be a
remedial reading course to solve
reading problems which need clinical
attention.

Reading 10 presupposes a wide
experience of language on the part of
the high school student and builds
upon that prior experience. Reading
is a prooess by which the student
gains meaning from print material, a
process which involves the full
language capability of the student.
Strategies for Improving reading can
be learned, and, once learned, can be
transferred to reading activities
both in and out of school.

A wide range of reading materials
should be used, focusing an real
reading situations rather than on
exercioes in isolation.

The strategies learned should be
deliberately applied to real-life
reading situations, with special
attention to school reading
experiences.

. While the focus of the course is
on gaining and strengthening
skills for deriving meaning from
print, the program shares the
assumption of the Senior High
Language Arts program that
language experieno4, .a:te inter-
related. Thus:,

listening, writing, and 'Possibly
viewing should be involVed in the
teaching and learning activities
of this course.
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Reading cannot be separated from
the life of the student who is
attempting to improve existing
reading ability. Poor self-
concept is often a stumbling block
to improving reading. Every
effort should be made to give
students positive and successful
experiences in reading.

The classroom atmosphere must be
encouraging and supportive of
students as persons cf worth.

The student should be helped to
bring prior knowledge to reading
text, and to transfer learned
reading skills and strategies to
new reading situations.

Reading 10 and the Senior High
Language Arts Program Philosophy

Reading 10 builds upon the philosophy
of the Language Arts Program, Grades
1 to 12. The italicized statements
below are taken from the Senior-High
Language Arts Curriculum Guide, 1982
(pp. 4-5). Each statement is

followed by a comment explaining the
relationship of that statement to
Reading 10.

- 2-

Wsk

A 2anguage att4 pkognam Ahoutd
emphooize ti6etong apptication4 06
Language att4 ZULU.

Devetopment 06 Language a4t4
4leitt4 Lo ntegtatty Aetated to
4ucce44 in one'te 6u4thet
educatkun, eakeet and 4ociat
ti6e.

D14c4imknating enjoyment 06
titetatuke...and...ma44 media Gan

1

tead to an entiched u4e 06 teimute
time.

The Reading 10 course i. addressed to
the lifelong reading needs of
students, focusing on reading for
information, for business and social
life, and for personal satisfaction.

Langwige cum ke6tect4 the intet-
ketatedne44 06 the pkoces4e4 06
tiztening, 4peaking, /Leading, wtiting
and viewing.

Langwxge ineauction Ahoutd
invotve 4tadent4 in a2.t4vitie4
which 6ocuis on the unique contAi-
bution 06 the tangwage 4kitt4
when (used tewatety and togethet.

CtaAAkoom activitie4 Ahoutd
incoxponate expe4ience4 which
Aatect meani196ut 114e4 06
tangwxge....

11
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While focusing attention on reading,
the Reading 10 course reflects an
integrated, whole language approach
to the language arts, recognizing
that reading proficiency can best be
gained in combination and inter-
relation with the other language arts
strands. Meaningful use of language
is the foundation of the Reading 10
course, with the reader's purpose
finding fulfillment in a range of
reading materials drawn from real-
life sources.

ExpeAience and tanguage ate ctasety
intetwoven in att teatning
"situations...

Student4 must be
oppottunities to entatge
expetiences...

Students must be given
in...thinking...about
expetiences.

given
that

hetp
theit

An integral aspect of the Reading 10
course is its emphasis on the
importance of students learning to
bring relevant prior experience of
life and of language to the reading
process. Reading 10 will enlarge
student experience and help students
to reflect metacognitively.

ok

Language expamsion OCCUA4 pitimaJtAiy
thtough active invotvement in
Language 4ituati0n4.

The Reading 10 course encourages
attentive and active involvement in
real reading experiences
primary vehicle of
improvement.

as the

reading

Language i4 1L4e4 to communicate
undeut2nding4, idea4 and lieetin94,
to a44i4t zociat and pet4onat
devetopment and to mediate thought
ptoce44e4.

Student's need oppottunities to
gain competence (using Language
in a Aange O uPtetionh and in a
vatiety o6 untext4.

The 4chcot Ahoutd hetp 4tudents
extend theit thinking 4kitt4...

The Reading 10 course is structured
to give students experience in
reading for a range of functions in
wi 'y varied contexts and modes.

3
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Throughout this course reading is

understood to be a thinking process
by which meaning is derived from
print text, and the Reading 10 course
is intended to help students extend
their thinking skilla both in gaining
meaning and in evaluating ideas and
sources.

Langungr. 15unction4 thtoughout the
entiAe cuRAicutam.

The apptication o6 tanguage 41a114
41.4 nece44aAy OJt 4ucce446ut
achievement in att Aabject 441242.6.

TEAChtAA in at eabject4 met
CLAAMME 4up0n4ib4Jity
apptopAiate apptication oti

communication &ale a4 they
tetate to tJi tcuLa,t atea4.

Reading 10 is designed to help
students Lmprove reading skills
needed for suecess in school as well
as in the workplace. The Reading 10
course Ls intended to be complemen-
tary to teaching in the subject
Lreas.

In the high echoot yeau, mou
empha4i4 4houJ4 be ptaeed on the
Aecognitipn quatity and
15texibitity in the U4e. o6 tanguage.

StadentA Ahoutd become incu44-
ingty di4cAiminatin9 in theiA
evatuation o communkcation4 in a
vaAiety os5 mode4.

Reading 10 is designed to encourage
increasing independence in selecting,
reading and evaluating a wide range
ot material for a number of

e ignificant reader purposes.
Students will become incrolisingly
discrimin.ting in their choice of

uitable material and mature in their
response bo what is read.

- 4 - 13



TRH GOAL OP READING 10 IS TD IMPROVE
EACH STUDENT'S ABILITY TO GAIN
MEANING PROM PRINT MATER/ALS.

The course should give the student:

opportunity to become more
actively involved in the process
of reading; an environment that
encourages willingness to make the
effort to assess and apply prior
knowledge; the ability to deal
with the unfamiliar by means of
the familiar, and to deal
effectively with problems and
distractions;

increasing consciousness of one's
own purposes in reading, and
increasing ability to deal with
print material in the light of the
purpose for which it is read;

increased independence in reading;
ability and desire to take more
responsibility for choosing
reading material and selecting
appropriate strategies for dealing
with it;

a heightened awareness of the
process by which meaning is gained
through reading, with reflective
feedback guidinq the student's
growth;

an increased awareness of special
features of print text which aid
the reader in deriving meaning,
and of the special features of
print text reflecting the purposes
for which print material may be
written and produced;

practice in applying
strategies to a range
reading materials;

increased competence in
with resultant increased
confidence;

reading
of real

reading,
personal

an enhanced self-concept as
reader, learner, and person of
worth.

(

MORE SUCCESSFUL
SCHOOL & PERSONAL

EXPERIENCE

/----
HANCED

STUDENT
SFIF-CONCEPT

:

( SUCCESSFUL TRANSFER
OF READING SKILLS
TO CONTENT AREA

LEARNING

SUCCESSFUL INTEGRATION
OF RELEVANT PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE WITH
CURRENT READING

Figure 1: Self-Concept and Reading

-5- 14

/SUCCESSFUL ATTENTION
TO

ACTI VE INVOLVEMENT IN
READING



Reading 10 and the Goals of
Secondary Education

Reading 10 is in harmony with and
contributes to the Goals of Secondary
Education as presented in the
publication Secondam Education in
Atbetta, June 1985.

The table on page 7 identifies
particular contributions of Reading
10 to the achievement of the stated
goals. (Figure 2)

41.
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Education should help students
recognize, make, and act on good
choices. Within this broad aim, the
goals of secondary scllools are to
assist students to:

develop the ability to think
conceptually, critically and
creatively; to acquire and apply
problem-solving skills; to apply
principles of logic; and to use
different modes of inquiry;

master effective language and
communication skills, including the
ability to use communications
technology;

acquire basic knowledge, skills, and
positive attitudes needed to become
responsible citizens and contributing
members of society;

learn about the interdependent nature
of the world, through a study of
history, geography, and political and
economic systems;

become aware of the expectations, and
be prepared for the opportunities of
the workplace - expectations that
will be faced as employees or
employers; expectations that will be
faced as entrepreneurs or volunteers;

In Reading 10, reading is taught as
thinking. Students are encouraged to
become critically aware of the process
by which meaning is made from text.
Problem-solving ability is enhanced
through awareness of the words and
linguistic structures by which
problems are presented.

Reading 10 gives students opportunity
to develop increased competency in
reading, an important communication
skill. Print text is processed from a
page or computer terminal by a similar
method of composition of meaning from
cues.

Knowledge and skills gained in Reading
10 are directly applicable to life in
and out of school and will assist
students to become responsibly
involved in society.

Specific skills and approaches needed
for effective reading in the social
studies and other core subject areas
are emphasized in Reading 10 under the
"Reading for Information" sectton of
the Statement of Content.

Specific skills needed for effective
functioning in the workplace are
emphasized in Reading 10 under the
"Reading for Business and Social Life"
section of the Statement of Content.

Figure 2: Reading 10 and the Goals of Secondary Education

_716



assume increasing responsibility for
independent and continuous learning,
and develop positive attitudes
towards learning while in school, in
*reparation for self-directed, life-
long educational experiences;

learn about themselves anl develop
positive, realistic self-images;

develop constructive relationships
with others based on respect, trust,
cooperation, consideration and caring
as one aspect of moral and ethical
behavior;

develop cultural and recreational
interests and realize personal
aspirations.

Students are encouraged and helped to
become independent readers with life-
long reading habits. This emphasis is
developed under the "Reading for
Personal Satisfaction" section of the
Statement of Coatent.

Reading 10 encourages a positive
approach to re-ling based on research
which shows that a negative self-image
is a major inhibitor of reading
proficiency. The course is designed
to enhance students' self-image as
readers and as learners through
teaching them to utilize prior
experience and to apply newly gained
skills and strategies to reading
situations in and out of school.

The classroom atmosphere which Reading
10 promotes is one of mutual help
towaids shared goals.

Reading 10 is designed to help students
integrate reading into their lives as
a cultural and recreational activity.
The entire course is developed around
reader purpose, with setting and
realizing personal goals as the
primary motivational factor.

Figure 2: Reading 10 and the Goals of Secondary Education

17



Reading 10 and the Secondary School Program

Reading 10 and the Development of
Desirable Personal Characteristics

Reading 10 is designed to be
congruent with the development of
desirable personal characteristics,
as set forth in the Plcogitam

Studiez 60, Senio4 High Schoots.
In particular, Reading 10 is

conducive to the development of the
following intellectual traits:
open-mindedness; critical thinking;
intellectual curiosity; creativity;
pursuit of excellence; appreciation
of aesthetic values. The following
social/personal characteristics will
also be reinforced by the course:
cooperation; industry; a strong sense
of self-worth; perseverance;
attentiveness. The classroom
atmosphere of mutual support and
encouragement will be supportive of
the following ethical/moral
characteristics: respect for rights
and opinions of others; responsibil-
ity for own actions; tolerance of
different points of view, but ability
to reject extreme or unethical
positions; freedom from undue bias
and prejudice; and honesty.

Reading 10 and Core Courses

An important concept of Reading 10
is the application of reading skills
across the curriculum, particularly
in the content (core) areas. The
teacher is encouraged to study the
Statement of Content in order to see
the way in which this emphasis is

developed under the reader's
objective of "Reading for
Information" (page 14).

Reading 10 supports programs which
emphasize the development of reading
skills across the curriculum. The
Reading 10 teacher could become a
key resource person for a

school-wide reading committee.
eraction between the Reading 10

teacher(s) and core content area
teachers will make both the Reading
10 course and the teaching and
reading within the content areas
more effective.



1. Provides for the intellectual
development of each student and
fosters the desire for lifelong
self-directed learning.

2. Takes into account:

the nature and needs of the
learner
the nature and needs of a
changing society
the nature of knowledge
the learning environment

3. Prepares students for responsible
citizenship through development of
critical and creative thinking,
communication, personal development,
science and technology and an
understanding of the community.

4. Helps students to recognize
principles and develop personal
values that enhance responsible moral
and ethical behavior.

5. Provides opportunities to involve the
community, and recognizes and
supports learning experiences that
take place outside of schools.

6. Uses educational technology and helps
students understand the concept, the
potential impact and the use of
technology.

7. Recognizes and is adapted to students
with a wide range of needs and
abilities.

Reading 10, through emphasis on the
development of reading strategies,
assists the student's intellectual
development and facilitates self-
directed lifelong learning.

Reading 10 was piloted with students
exhibiting a range of abilities from
E.M.H. to academically oriented. By
concentrating on the development of
strategies to read various kinds of
printed material, the program
addresses the nature and needs of the
learner, and of changing society, and
the nature of knowledge and the
learning environment.

The program is designed to assist
students to develop and/or improve a
variety of reading skills, thus
providing the basis for critical
thinking skills, enhancing creative
thinking and improving communication
across the various disciplines.

The program assists the student to

develop responsibility for actions and
to maximize unique talents. It builds
on the student; self-esteem,
tolerance and undarsi_naing.

The program contains concepts relative
to the workplace, and emphasizes
personal responsibility for education,
constructive relationships with others
and effective use of leisure time.

The learning resources address the use
of technology.

The program is planned for students
who are average to above average in
reading ability as well as those with
acknowledged reading weaknesses.

Figure 3: Reading 10 and the.Secondary Education Review Criteria
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Reading 10 and the Library Program

Reading 10 is designed to be
supportive of, and supported by, the
high school library program. Most of
the course work is accomplished
through actual reading. Book talks
and other librarian-initiated
activities will stimulate interest
and suggest reading materials to
students. Reading 10 emphasizes
increased independence in selecting
and evaluating material relative to
reader purpose.

Reading 10 and the Senior High
Language Arts Program

Reading 10 has been developed to
complement the lang4age arts program
(English 10, 20, 30 and English 13,
2:3, 331 and supports the philosophy
and goals of the Alberta language
arts program, Grades 1 to 12 (see
Seniot High Language
Cult/UM-tam Guide, pp. 4-5, 8-10).

The Reading 10 course, by definition,
focuses primarily on one strand of
language. However, reading is such a
complex language process that
teachers will find themselves
continuously integrating speech,
writing, viewing and listening as
means for enriching and improving
reading strategies and approaches.
At the same time, the course provides
an opportunity for students and



teachers to focus on processes,
strategies and skills particularly
related to the act of reading in a
number of significant contexts.

The emphasis in Reading 10 is on
reading as a process, while the
emphasis in the core curriculum is
much broader, with reading perceived
as one of several receptive language
arts activities. At the same time, a
whole language approach is as

fundamental to the Reading 10 course
as it iq to the core language arts
courses.

Reading/Writing: Teachers will
make use of the obvious
connections between the
complementary processes of reading
and writing, eliciting response to
reading, and reflection on the
reading process through writing.

'1/44

- i 2-

. Reading/Listening/Viewing:
Understandings about how meaning
is gained through reading will be
reinforced through experiences
with the other receptive strands.

Reading/Speaking: Students will
be encouraged to discuss their
reading experiences, to articu-
late questions and problems
related to reading, and to
respond to what they have read by
speaking in one-to-one
discussion, and in small group
and whole class situationri.

7."-r
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Required and Elective Components of
Reading 10

Reading 10 is a complementary course
designed to help students improve
their reading. The course helps
develop three main reading functions:
reading for information, reading for
business and social life, and reading
for personal satisfaction. The
course is designed for students in

any grade who want or need to improve
their reading.

The required and elective component
of Reading 10, offered for 3, 4, or 5
credits, is spelled out below.

Teachers are advised that an expanded
version of the Statement of Content
in which objectives are itemized
under reader purpose and illustrated
by suggested skills, strategies, and
activities, is located in this
curriculum guide, pp.20 to33.

Required and Elective Components of Reading 10

Required

Elective

3 -Credit

The Expanded Statement of Content is
recommended as a teaching guide.

4-Credit 5-Credit

A 1, 2, 3, 4 A 1, 2, 3, 4 A 1, 2, 3, 4

B 1, 2 B 1, 2 B 1, 2

C 1, 2, 3 C 1, 2, 3, 4 C 1, 2, 3, 4

D 1, 2 D 1, 2, 3 D 1, 2, 3

E 1, 2

C 4 D 4 D 4
D 3, 4 E 1 E 3

Figure 4: Required and Elective Components of Reading 10

1322
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CONCEPT A:

THE READER LEARNS THAT READING CAN
FULFILL A VARIETY OF IMPORTANT
PURPOSES FOR THE READER.

OBJECTIVES
The Reader:

1. learns that a purpose for reading
might be to

a) gain information about a
specific topic or subject, or
to acquire broader general
knowledge;

b) understand and respond to
communications related to job,
personal business, or social
activity;

c) enjoy the recreational and
entertainment value of print
material.

2. becomes aware of the importance
of reading for school success,
for success in one's business and
social life, and for satisfaction
as a leisure activity.

3. learns to transfer strategies for
reading to school and other
milieus in which reading for
information is important; to
apply reading skills and
strategies in reading situations
encountered in business and
social life; and to develop the
habit of reading for personal
satisfaction.

4. increases the level of attention
to and active involvement in
reading in order to accomplish
a purpose.

1 4

CONCEPT B:
THE READER LEARNS TO RECCGNIZE AND
USE PRIOR KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE OF
LANGUAGE AND LIFE IN MAKING MEANING
FROM PRINT TEXT.

OBJECTIVES
The Reader:

1. learns that he or she has
relevant prior experience which
will help in predicting and
confirming meaning, and

a) links prior personal
experience of a subject to
what is being read for
information;

b) links prior personal
experience of a business or
personal interaction to what
is being read for business or
social reasons;

c) links prior personal
experience in life and
language to what is being read
for pleasure.

2. learns that prior language
experience, including known words
and recognized language patterns,
can assist one in understanding
meaning.

23
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CONCEPT C:

THE READER LEARNS TO APPROACH READING
WITH AN AWARENESS THAT THE PURPOSE
FOR WHICH PRINT MATERIAL IS WRITTEN
AND PRODUCED IS REFLECTED IN ITS
STRUCTURE, ORGANIZATION, AND FORMAT.

OBJECTIVES
The Reader:

1. understands that a writer's
purpose in informative or
utilitarian text may be to
explain, inform, teach or
persuade; in text intended to be
read for pleasure, the writer's
purpose may be to entertain,
describe, illustrate, satirize,
inform, persuade, or illuminate.

2. learns to recognize structural
signals eMbedded in the language
of text.

3. becomes aware that print material
is organized and set forth
according to the purpose for
which it is intended.

4. learns to recognize and cope with
the specific characteristics and
demands of print materials which
are intended to convey informa-
tion to the reader, intended to
facilitate business and social
activities, or are designed to be
read for personal satisfaction.

CONCEPT D:

THE READER LEARNS TO SELECT AND
DEVELOP READING STRATEGIES
APPROPRIATE TO THE PURPOSE FOR WHICH
PRINT MATERIAL IS READ.

OBJECTIVES
The Reader:

1. learns that numerous reading
strategies have already been
developed, and that this
repertoire of strategies can be
enlarged and refined.

2. expands strategies for dealing
with words:

-15- 24

a) develops strategies for
learning unfamiliar words;

b) learns vocabulary in special-
ized fields as necessary;

c) learns that words in them-
selves can be a source of
pleasure.

3. expands strategies for dealing
with visual and aural cues to
meaning:

a) becomes more proficient at
reading and interpreting
visual accompaniments to print
material;

b) learns to develop visuals (on
paper or in his/her mind) to
help gain meaning or pleasure
from print text;

c) develops an ability to
reproduce oral equivalents to
written language in order to
gain or convey meaning or to
derive pleasure from the
rhythm and sound of written
language.



4. expands strategies for adjusting
speed and intensity of reading:

a) learns methods of increasing
speed and comprehension for
the purpose of survey reading,
skimming for significant
details, or reading for
pleasure;

b) develops close reading
strategies for gaining
detailed knowledge, complete
understanding, or full
appreciation of a passage of
text.

CONCEPT E:

THE READER BECOMES INCREASINGLY
INDEPENDENT IN LOCATING, SELECTING,
READING, AND EVALUATING PRINT
MATERIALS IN ORDER TO FULFILL
SPECIFIC READING PURPOSES.

OBJECTIVES
The Reader:

1. learns to gain access to desired
reading material from sources
available.

2. learns to evaluate material in
terms of reader purpose:

a) in reading for information,
evaluates material in terms of
applicability, completeness,
and accuracy;

b) in
social purposes,
material for
completeness,
bias;

reading for business and
evaluates
accuracy,

applicability,

c) in reading for pleasure,
evaluates material in terms of
satisfaction, challenge,
sustained interest, enlarge-
ment of understanding of life.

- 1 6

3. continues to develop self-directed
reading patterns by:

a) pursuing desired information;

b) tackling reading'tasks associated
with business and social life;

c) widening the range of material
read for personal satisfaction
and pleasure.

Basic Resources

Ireland, Robert, Reading for
Life, Academic Press
(Canada), 1986.

Recommended Resource

Ireland, Robert, Reading for
Life, Teacher's Guide,
Academic Press (Canada), 1986.

Further resources will be added to
the basic, recommended, or
supplementary resource list as
suitable materials are identified.
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"What the Eftain doe's in

'keading'...i4...to make isenze

o6 a paAticutax piece o6 wAitten

tanguage in the tight o6 the

pniot knowtedge and cuttent

intention's and expectation's o6

the teadet."

--Ftank Smith

PART TWO:

Expanded Statement of Content

26



Structure and Organization of the
Course
The Expanded :itatement ot Content
qer 'MAI", pp. 20 to Ill h..1 been

planned to show the relation!;hip
he'ween obles'tives, reader pnrp.ose,
an, teaching strategies. !:overal
teatureq ot the layout ot the
Expanded :;tatement nt Content ,1 Id

. The Course 1 'r ganied Acc,.rding
to Reader Purpose

---------

Ea..h ot the three votti-al columns
t he Expanded i-;t- at em, nt of

w*,nt ,!1 a malor purp~

'Ne.,1 I,EARN

II READING TO FUNCTION
lN i4iCIETY

RI ADINi; tiATISFY

PER.SONAL INTERESTS

:C.1,10f may c2 ,ose to organize
:'..;truction arowil these three
rAor reAding purposes, using the
vertical column listings to guide
unit planning.

The Course is also Organized
A=c.rding to Ski?1 Development

Readinq llrizontally across the
three columns will show h:iw

related skills and strategies can
be developed throuob reading
experience m_t_ivated by reader
purpose. Tbe 'oacbei could choose
to organize :7:str ;.-tional units
around specific skills oi

strategies, usint the skills and
oblectives stated horizontally

te uiree umns.

Course Emphasis

The required and elective components
ot Reading 10 are shown in Figure 4,

P. 12.

The emphasis given to the various
reader purposes or to particular
skills and strategies will be a
teacher decision based on the needs
and interests of each particular
class.

As much as one-half of the
instruction time may be alloted to
activities related to Column I

(Reading to Learn) with the balance
of instruction time spent on the
other two columns (Reading to
Function in Society and Reading to
Satisfy Personal Interests).
However, the teacher will make
instructional time allotment
decisions within the guidelines of
the required and elective components
based on the particular needs of the
Reading 10 class.

Real Reading

Throughout Reading 10, the emphasis
will be on the reading of real
reading material, rather than reading
fragments of text separated from
meaningful context. Students will be
constantly encouraged to improve
their ability to satisfy real
purposes for reading. They will
utilize actual reading material which
they encounter in other school
courses, in business and social life,
or in personal reading situations. A
substantial portion of class time
should be allowed for uninterrupted
reading of meaningful, student-
selected reading material7:

2 7
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EXPANDED STATEMENT OF CONTENT

Objectives

The Reader:

1. learns that one of

the purposes for

reading is to gain

information about

a specific topic

or subject, or to

acquire broader

general knowledge.

2. becomes aware of

the importance of

reading for

information for

school success.

3. learns to transfer

learned reading

strategies to

school and other

reading tasks in

which reading for

information is

important.

Examples of Skills/

Strategies/Activities

personal log of

reading choices

survey of adult

or peer reading

choices

study of popular

magazines to

determine kinds

of information

offered and

percentage of

space devoted to

informational

material

. reading text and

test material in

several subject

areas

content area

reading tasks

with pre- and

post-reading

instruction and

discussion

Objectives

The Reader:

1. learns that one of

the purposes for

reading is to

understand and

respond to

communications

related to job,

personal business

or social

activities.

2. becomes aware of

the importance of

reading for success

in business and

social life,

3. learns to apply

reading skills and

strategies in real

reading situations

encountered in

business and social

life.

Examples of Skills/

StrategieslActivities

. personal log of

reading choices

. students go to a

chosen workplace

and note reading

activities being

undertaken

students bring

sample forms,

directives,

instruction

sheets from work-

place

. students bring

examples of

business and

social

communications

Objectives

The Reader:

Examples of Skills/

StrategieslActivities

1. learns that one of . personal leisure

the purposes for reading record

reading is to enjoy

the recreational

and entertainment

value of print

material.

2. becomes aware of . survey of adult

the importance of or peer reading

reading for choices

satisfaction as a

leisure activity.

3. learns to develop . sustained silent

the habit of reading

reading for opportunity

personal

satisfaction. . recommending and

sharing of "best

bets" in books



Objectives

The Reader:

4. increases the level

of attention to and

active involvement

in reading in order

to accomplish

purpose.

Examples of Skills/

Strategies/Activities

. recognizing and

eliminating

distractions

. using high-

lighter, marginal

notation, etc.

Objectives

The Reader:

4. learns to read

attentively to

accomplish

purpose.

Examples of Skills/

Strategies/Activities

. dealing with fine

print

. reading carefully

and re-reading as

necessary

Objectives

The Reader:

4. learns to become

more actively

involved in reading

for personal

satisfaction.

Examples of Skills/

StrategieslActivities

. discussing

affective

response to a

book

identification

with a character

in a book

developing ongoing

"conversation"

with text/author

using interactive

notes

30
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Objectives

The Reader:

1. learns that

relevant prior

experience in life

helps in predicting

and confirming

meaning and links

prior personal

experience of a

subject to what is

being read for

information.

2. learns that prior

language experience

including kncan

words and language

patterns can

asAst one in

coming to meaning.

Examples of Skills/

Strategles/Activities

discussing

personal

knowledge of a

subject

explaining terms

a student has

;ained knowledge

of through

experience

increasing

precision in the

use of words

word games

Objectives

1 r, Reader:

1, learns that

relevant prior

experience in life

helps in predicting

and confirming

meaning and links

prior personal

experience of a

business or

personal inter-

action to what is

being read for

business or social

reasons.

2. learns that prior

language experience

including known

words and language

patterns can

assist one in

coming to moning.

Examples of Skills/

Strategies/Activities

. discussing

experiences

related tO 4

document or

transaction

exploring terms

familiar through

experience

applying

knowledge of

roots, prefixes

and suffixes

Objectives

The Reader:

1. learns that

relevant prior

experience in life

he'ps in predicting

Lid confirming

meaning and links

prior personal

experience in life

and language to what

is being read for

personal

satisfaction.

2. learns that prior

language experience

including known

words and language

patterns can

assist one in

coming to meaning.

Examples of Skills/

Strategies/Activities

becoming aware of

related knowledge/

experience

. exploring likeness

and difference in

experience and

text

developing

personal word

lists

3 2



Objectives

The Reader:

1. understands that

a writer's purpose

in informative text

may be to explain,

inform, teach or

persuade.

2. learns to recognize

structural signals

embedded in the

language of text.

Examples of Skills/

StrategleslActivities

differentiating

between opinion,

authoritative

statements and

fact

. recognizing tone,

attitude, and

point of view

recognizing

unstated

assumptions

understanding

methods of idea

development:

- example/

illustration

- statistical

information

- description/

evocation

. recognizing

features of

syntax which

highlight

relationships of

ideas:

cause and

effect

statclents

- chronological

sequences

Objectives

The Reader:

1. understands that

a writer's purpose

in utilitarian text

may be to explain,

inform, teach or

persuade.

2. learns to under-

stand structural

signals embedded in

the language of

text.

Examples of Skills/

Strategies/Activities

. differentiating

between

informative and

persuasive

material

recognizing

propaganda

techniques

understanding

logical linkages:

- if/then,

notwithstand-

ing

understanding

some basic legal

terms:

- use of suffix

-ee, -or,

e.g., lessee,

lessor

- compound words

(e.g., here-

inafter,

aforesaid)

Objectives

The Reader:

1. understands that

a writer's purpose

in text intended to

be read for

pleasure may be to

entertain,

describe,

illustrate, satirize,

inform, persuade,

or illuminate.

2. learns to recognize

structural and

organizational

signals embedded in

the language of

text.

Examples of Skills/

Strategles/Activities

recognizing point

of view, narrative

voice, tone and

attitude

recognizing

narrative signals

and techniques:

- indications of

time and time

passage

- flash-backs

- stream-of-

consciousness

using chapter

headings and

lengths as a clue

to type of book

. recognizing the

appeal of some

kinds of print
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Objectives

Thefloder:

2. (cont'd)

3. becomes aware that

print material is

organized and set

forth according to

the purpose for

which it is

intended.

Examples of Skills]

StrategleslActIvItles

- logical

linkages

(if/then,

therefore,

however,

notwithstand-

ing, on the

other hand)

recognizing

characteristics

of layout and

format of

informational

print materials:

- tables of

content

index

- chaster titles

and subheadings

- chapter

summaries

graphics

Objectives

The Reader:

3, becomes aware that

print material is

organized and set

forth according to

the purpose for

which it is

intended.

Examples of Skills!

StrategleslActIvities

familiarization

with structure

and layout of

typical business

and legal

documents:

- point structure

- print density

- use of bold-

face type

- blanks to be

filled in

Objectives

The Reader:

3. becomes aware that

print material is

organized and set

forth according to

the purpose for

which it is

intended.

Examples of Skills!

StrategleslActivitles

learning to some-

times overlook

lack of eye appeal

in favor of other

values

recognizing

characteristics of

layout and format

designed to aid

enjoyment

becoming familiar

with a range of

standard business

forms

36
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Objectives

The Reader:

4. learns to recognize

and cope with the

specific character-

istics and demands

of print materials

intended to convey

information (e.g.,

school textbooks,

non-fiction, self-

help books,

instruction

manuals).

Examples of Skills/

StrategleslActIvitles

applying

appropriate

strategies to

content areas

non-textbook

materials:

- organization of

material (news,

editorials,

special

interest

sections)

- structure of

news story

- relationships

of illustration

and text

- bias,

editorializing

structure of

feature

article: lead,

developmental

points,

conclusion

- visual signals:

headings,

graphics,

illustrations

- specialized

vocabulary in

technical and

special

interest field

Objectives

The Reader:

4. learns to recognize

and cope with the

specific character-

istics and demands

of print materials

encountered in

personal and

business life

(e.g., business

letters, formal

invitations, annual

reports, contracts/

agreements, legal

documents,

guarantees).

Examples of Skills/

Strategies/Activities

. understanding

standard business

vocabulary and

terminology

. reading the "fine

print" in

policies, agree-

ments and

contracts

. understanding

common

abbreviations

38

Objectives

The Reader:

4. learns to recognize

and cope with the

specific character-

istics and demands

of print materials

read for personal

satisfaction (e.g.,

fiction, drama,

poetry, non-

fiction).

Examples of Skills/

StrategieslActivities

awareness of

literary formats

. example: fiction

understanding

dialogue

conventions

(typical and

atypical)

understanding

narrative

conventions,

including

flash-backs,

stream-of-

consciousness,

monologue

example: non-

fiction article

- knowledge of

structure,

headings,

graphics, and

their relation-

ships to text

- recognition of

bias, point of

view, and

:Wtahrernietsys of

intended

audience

39



Objectives

The Reader

Ilk

Examples of Skills/

StrategieslActivities

self-help books;

- clear, concrete

pattern of

oranization

operational

steps

- illustrations,

examples and

visuals to

clarify

unIPIltanling

Objectives

The Reader:

Examples of Skills!

Strategies)Activities
Objectives

The Reader:

Examples of Skills/

StrategieslActivities

41



Objectives

The Reader:

1. learns that

numerous reading

strategies have

already been

developed and that

thi$ repertoire of

strategies can be

enlarged and

refined.

2. expands strategies

for dealing with

words:

a) develops

strategies for

learning un-

familiar words

Examples of Skills/

Strategies/Activities

diagnostic

activities to

learn reading

strengths

. applying

knowledge of

prefixes,

suffixes and

roots; where

appropriate,

derivation

using contextual

clues for

definitions

within the text

locating

definitions of

unfamiliar terms

Objectives

The Reader:

1. learns that

numerous reading

strategies have

already been

developed and that

this repertoire of

strategies can be

enlarged and

refined.

2. expands strategies

for dealing with

words:

a) develops

strategies for

learning

unfamiliar words

Examples of Skills/

Strategies Activities

reflection (in

journal or

discussion) on

the range of

reading used in

business and

personal life

vocabulary

building through

discussion, word

games

using contextual

clues and inter-

nal definitions

to gain meaning

. locating defini-

tions of unfamil-

iar terms

Objectives

The Reader:

1. learne that

numerous reading

strategies have

already been

developed and that

this repertoire of

strategies can be

enlarged and

refined.

2. expands strategies

for dealing with

words:

a) develops strat-

egies for learn-

ing/dealing with

unfamiliar words

Examples of Skills/

StrategieslActivities

. reflection (in

journal or

discussion) on

kinds of reading

student may do for

pleasure

learning "going

on" strategies

. using contextual

ciues to approxi-

mate meaning

. looking up key

words as necessary

42
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Objectives Examples of Skills/

Strategies/Activitles

lie! Ruder:

2. (cont'd)

b) learns vocabu-. using internal

lary in special-definitions

ized fields as within text

necessary

refining concepts

related to

pecialized use

of terms

3. expands strategies

for dealing with

visual and aural

cues to meaning:

Objectives Examples of Skills/

Strategies/Activities

The Reader:

b) learns special-. contracts, legal

ized terms of documents, forms

business forms

. learning, where

appropriate,

about the histor-

ical development

of legal terms

3. expands strategies

for dealing with

visual and aural

cues to meaning:

Objectives

The Reader:

b) learns that words

in themselves

can be a source

of pleasure

3. expands strategies

for dealing with

visual and aural

cues to meaning:

a) becomes more . reading maps, a) becomes more . understanding a) becomes more
proficient at charts and proficient at authority or work- sensitive to
reading and diagrams reading and flow charts the messages
interpreting interpreting conveyed by
visual aids visual aids . understanding illustration
within print within print comparative

material
materials information

charts (e.g.,

Consumer's

Guide)

understanding

statistical

charts

44

Examples of Skills/

Strategies/Activities

. engaging in activ-

ities which en-

hance awareness of

word construction,

development,

derivation

engaging in activ-

ities which en-

hance awareness

of relationships

between words,

(e.g., synonyms,

antonyms,

homonyms, puns,

malapropisms, etc4

awareness of the

illustrator's

craft

. comparing text and

picture

ignoring inappro-

priate cover or

internal illustra-

tions



Objectives

Dm Ruder

3. (cont'cl)

b) develops visuals

as an aid to

deriving meaning

from material

c) develops an

ability to

reproduce oral

equivalents to

written language

d) refines the

ability to hear

author tone and

attitude

Examples of Skills/

StrategieslActivities

creating and

modifying mental

images

creating graphic

illustrations

note-taking, out-

lining, high-

lighting and

summarizing

refining aware-

ness of such

elements as

stress, accented

syllables, Phonic

basis of

pronunciation

learning to use

diacritical marks

in dictionary to

aid in reproduc-

ing aural

equivalents

ability to

differentiate

between exposi-

ticn and satire

Objectives

The Reader:

b) may occasional-

ly find it

helpful to

develop visuals

as an aid to

deriving meaning

from business or

legal material

c) continues to

develop

ability to

pronounce un-

familiar words

and names

d) refines the

ability to

detect tone and

attitude

Examples of Skills/

StrategleslActivities

. highlighting

diagramming rela-

tionships

charting

information for

comparison

learning pronun-

ciations and

graphic presenta-

tion patterns

(e.g., breaking

down complex

words into more

manageable parts;

"aforesaid")

differentiating

between sincere

intention and

mere interest

Objectives

The Reader:

b) creates personal

visualization

from print

material and for

pleasure

c) develops an

inner ear which

responds to

rhythm and sound

of written

language

d) refines the

ability to hear

the voice'of the

author (includ-

ing tone and

attitude) and of

characters within

text

Examples of Skills/

StrategieslActivities

describing a scene

from a novel;

mapping settings

creating pictorial

equivalents to

poetic language,

events in narra-

tive, character-

ization

oral reading of

prepared selected

passages; readers'

theatre, poetry

readings to music

background select-

ed by the student

occasional dicta-

tion of a passage,

giving student

opportunity to

reproduce text

from sound

listening to a

reading of a

passage which may

include dialect

or accent

difficult for

reader to re-

create
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Objectives

TheReader:

3. (cont'd)

4, expands strategies

for adjusting speed

and intensity

of reading:

a) learns how to

increase read-

ing speed and

comprehension

for the purpose

of survey read-

ing

18

a

Examples of Skills/

Strategies/Activities

. ability to differ-

entiate between

main structural

points and illus-

tration

ability to dis-

criminate between

reasoned argument

and "card-stacking"

learning speeded

comprehension

techniques

. using prereading

activities,

including

identifying prior

knowledge and

asking appropriate

questions about

text

applying skimming

techniques for

the purpose of

preview, over-

view, assessment

of material, and

reviewing learning

speeded comprehen-

sion techniques

Objectives

The Reader:

Examples of SIdlisl

StrategleslActivitles

. detecting

exclusions in

contracts

. detecting manip-

ulative tone

(intimidation,

flattery) in

business

communications

Objectives

The Reader:

Examples of Skills/

StrategieslActivities

. reading passage to

detect satire,

sarcasm, innuendo

learning to

respond to subtle

humor

4. expands strategies

for adjusting speed

and intensity of

reading:

4. expands strategie;

for adjusting speod

and intensity of

reading:

a) learns how to applying reading a) learns how to . increasing speed

review a document techniques for increase reading of reading

by skimming for the purpose of speed and com-

significant overview prehension for using skimming

details
the purpose of techniques and

. recognizing main increasing "going-on" strate-

headings and sub- pleasure in gies, where

headings reading appropriate
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Objectives

The Reader:

4. (cont'd)

b) develops close

reading strate-

gies to gain

detailed know-

ledge from

print material

Examples of Skills/

StrategieslActivitles

developing note-

taking skills

(e.g., precis,

summary, para-

phrase)

reviewing and

rereading by

means of a tech-

nique such as

SQ3R

Objectives

The Reader:

b) learns to read

and reread care-

fully to gain a

complete under-

standing of a

piece of print

material

Examples of Skills/

StrategleslActivities

finding manings

for unknown terms

rereading and

questioning for

clarification

.0

Object Ives

The Reader:

b) learns methods

for close read-

ing to increase

pleasure in

reading through

appreciating

style or inter-

preting a

passage in depth

(where appro-

priate to student

ability and

interest)

Examples of Skill&

StrategleslActivities

using close read-

ing and analytical

skills, where

appropriate
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Objectives

The Reader:

1, learns to gain

access to desired

information from

sources available.

Examples of Skills/

StrategieslActivities

recognizing the

range of sources

of informatior.;

--textbooks

--magazines

--newspapers

--encyclopedias

--dictionaries/

handbooks

using various

types of indexes:

--book index

--library card

catalogue

--Reader's Guide

and Index to

Periodical

Literature

Objectives

The Reader:

1, learns to obtain

desired information

relevant to per-

sonal and business

matters from

sources available.

Examples of Skills/

Strategies/ Activities

obtaining and

using consumer

reports and

ratings, govern-

ment ptblica-

tions, etc.

skimming and

close reading

reading adver-

tisements as

source of infor-

mation/misinfor-

mation

Objectives

The Reader:

1, learns to obtain

reading materials

related to personal

interest and pref-

erences from

sources available.

Examples ot Skills/

Strategies/Activities

sharing books with

classmates through

informal oral

reviews

awareness of

library and book

store resources

available

evaluating a book

from jacket design

and notes, adver-

tising promotions,

illustrations and

sample passages

skimming for

purpose of

selection

finding more books

by an author who

has pleased a

reader in the

past

selection on the

basis of review
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Objectives

The Reader:

....mut ovAluate

mAtotial fot

ah It. AkItH

kal , compl uuoAs

Au I t cut A, y.

iqr,ue9 les t

int,t%At 011,

Examples of SkIlls1

Strategies/Activities

scanning and

skimming to

locate and deter-

mine usefulness

of information

checkng late and

publisher for

relevant informa-

tion

using bibllog-

iaphies as leads

. reading in

special interest

fields, with

encourauement to

find new and more

challenging

sources of inf, -

melon

Objectives

The Reader:

2. learns to evaluate

matorial for

accuracy, complete-

ness, bias and

applicability to

particular problem-

solving Or

decision-making

purposes.

3, tackles reading

tasks associated

with business

and :ial life.

Examples of Skills/

Strategles/ActIvItles

comparing and

evaluating infor-

mation (e.g.,

about a product

or topic) from

several sources

skimming and

close reading

, reading contracts

responding to

formal invitation

rea g and under-

stanoing pertinent

legislation

Objectives

The Reader:

2. learns to evaluate

material for

pleasure reading

in terms of satis-

notion, challenge,

sustained interest,

expanded view of

life.

3. widens the range

of material read

for personal

satisfaction.

Examples of Skills/

Strategies/Activities

sharing orally -

"The best bok I

ever read was..."

. entries in a

looseleaf collec-

tion of student

recommendations/

reviews

students learn

that reading for

pleasure includes

novels, non-

fiction and short

stories for many

people; drama and

poetry for some

the student is

introduced to

progressively

more challeng-

ing material
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"Thc mozt ttapic sight in any speciat /Leading class

is a gtoup o6 students doing MOM. and MOAC exmcises

in what they have 6aitcd to accomptish 6ot the past

eight yeaAs."

"No adotescent teatns to /Lead in a vacuum, with

atti6iciat /Leading matte& and tio putpose o6 his own.

He needs Aeat book's, teat intentions, and teat hap

and he ought zo have aft oti these."

56
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PART THREE:

Methodology and Evaluation



Contemporary reading research focuses
on what readers do in the process of
reading. Psycholinguistics (a term
for a field of study which combines
the study of language with the study
of behaviors associated with
learning) treats reading as something
quite different from decoding to
spoken language. Indeed, the
assignment of soind may be quite
incidental to the real goal of
reading: the making of meaning from
print text. A socio-linguistic
approach to reading focuses on the
social function of reading. Reading
10 reflects research from these two
fields: reading is placed in a
social context and the focus is on
the making of meaning for specific
reader purpose.

Robert Tierney sees reading as a
prc-.7ess of "composition", by which
the reader is constantly assembling
information from cues available in
text, making predictions as to
possible meaning, and then confirming
or correcting those predictions on

the basis of further awareness of the
cues within text. Thus, the reader
is actively involved in creating
meaning. Provided he or she has
sufficient prior knowledge (or "non-
visual information" as Frank Smith
calls the information which the
reader supplies to the text from
personal experience of language and
life), the meaning which the reader
creates from active interaction with
the text will approximate the meaning
intended by the writer.

This view of the _eading process is
much more complex than a sequence of
skills including learning letters,
assigning sounds to them, creating
blerds and thus proceeding towards
word recognition ard reproductj )n.
The psycholinguistic approach sees
little vanie in learning words in

isolation, and views reading as the
processing not only of text, but of
context. The total learning and
life context in which the process
takes place enables or hinders the
reading process. Thus, emphasis on
learning climate awareness of how to
use prior knowledge in processing
new text, and the gaining of
confidence necessary to take the
ris7- of predicting and then
confirming meaning are all important
in this widened understanding of the
reading process.

The Reading 10 course is built
around a concept of reading which is
essentially creative. Reading is

understood to be a thinking process
by which meaning is composed from
print text. Viewed in this way,
reading becomes a creative process
analogous to writing.

Throughout the course, the student
is encouraged to select creatively,
from a range of past experiences and
learned strategies, those which will
be appropriate in meaning-making in
interaction with a particular piece
of print material.

The suggested skills, strategies,
and activities provided for the
teacher, in the Expanded Statement
of Content, give many specific
suggestions for creative and
critical thinking activities. One
example is the range of visualiza-
tion activities (Concept D-3) by
which students are encouraged to
develop the ability to visualize
what is being read.

The definition on which the Reading
10 course rests has been developed
from a thorough research of current
reading theory.

READING IS AN ACTIVITY IN WHICH THE
READER MAKES MEANING THROUGH AN
INTERACTION BETWEEN HIS MIND AND THE
MIND OF A WRITER AS MANIFESTED IN

PRINT MATERIAL. (Figure 5, p. 38.)

- 37 -
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READER PURPOSE DRIVES PROCESS TOWARD MEANING:

READING FOR

INFORMATION

READING FOR

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL LIFE

READING FOR

PERSONAL SATISFACTION

TEXT

(PRINT MANIFESTATION)

Active Engagement

. Responding to print

representation

of language

Selection & Application

of Reading Strategies

Making of Meaning

Figure 5: A Conceptual Model of Reading: Reading as Interaction Between Reader and Text
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The goal of Reading 10 is not
remedial, but developmental and
corrective. The course is based on
the assumption that any student at
any beginning level of reading
competency can be helped to become a
better reader. In order to help
students become better readers, it is
important to have a clear idea of
what a good reader is -- or does.

The list below suggests behaviors
which often characterize good
readers. While very few readers will
exhibit all of these behaviors, most
competent readers will demonstrate
many of them. No one characteristic
can be considered in isolation from
other characteristics, since a good
reader is one who, more or less
unconsciously, demonstrates a reading
behavior which is a composite of many
sub-traits.

The composite picture of a good
reader which emerges from the list of
behaviors below represents a general
standard toward which the teaching of
the Reading 10 course can strive.
Probably no single student (or
teacher!) will demonstrate
aspects of good reading behavior at
the end of the course, but each will
have progressed in some areas.

. A good reader enjoys reading and
reads often.

IMPLICATIONS: The Reading 10

C0114.6e lotovide4 oppottunity tiox

pek4onat /Leading; hetio4 4tudent4
dene akeaa oti intekut and
iind xeading matekiabs to meet
tho4e inteke4t4.

GO
39

. A good reader reads with an
awareness of his/her purpose for
reading, perceiving the print
message to be of significance in
any of the following ways:

- as a means to an end
- as a thing in itself
- as of interest to the reader
as an individual

- as of interest to the reader
as a member of society.

IMPLICATIONS: The Reading 10
cotuuse h1io4 4t1.dent4 become
inctea4ingty awake oti theit
puitioo4e4 Aok keading. The
Reading 10 couue iocu4e4 on
'Leading which ha4 petctived
Aigniiicance tiot the 4tudent,
'Lathe& than on exek2i4e4 in
which the 4tudent kead4 tiot the
4ake oi pkacti4ing keading.

. A good reader is aware that the
purpose of publisher and author
lies behind the print message. A
good reader is aware that
intention affects the print
message.

IMPLICATIONS: The Reading 10
coaue iocu4e4 on gaining
meaning 640M 'mint matetiat,
with the undeutanding that
meaning fia4 been lotaced in
pkint by 4omeone tiok a
pakticatak pukpoze.



THE CONFIDENT READER... THE INDIFFERENT REEER...

is confident about reading and expects to

understand

makes guesses about what is not at first

obvious. Anowing that if one reads on

more will become clear

reads a fair amount ("widely, indiscrimi-

nately even") and changes reading style

to suit the reading matter

moves beyond the information given, to ask

"What does the author mean?"

embarks on long reads, accepting the

uncertainty of the first page of a novel.

. detects the author's tone of voice

matches events in the books against

personal experience

recognizes jokes, allegories, puzzles, as

well as authoritative statements backed by

evidenc2

models writing on authors he or she knows

well

"The most obvious difference between the

skilled reader and others seems to be in

the divercity of their (sic) abilities,

the amount they read, and the

satisfactions that follow." (p. 193)

THE "LOST ADOLESCENT" OR NON-READER

. shows signs of reading avoidance including:

--increasihg dependence on television for

information and diversion

--no contact with books, unless for braef

glance at pictures

--homework hurry

--no more library visits

shows little or no inclination to put a book

into a pocket

has an unwillingness to engage with

narrative unless it has a great deal of

action, "twice a page if possible"

is unwilling to take the risk of reading a

longer narrative

avoids reading homework because he or she

doesn't know how information is organized

but. . .

"Any fourteen-y! :-old who is reading

magazine stories is still a reader, a

modern one."

. .try to begin where the reader

.1 try to eNourage the reader to

tell me what he is expected to know by

the time he has Ione his set reading."

(10. 200)

believes self is inadequate as a person,

different from all those to whom reading

comes "naturally"

reproaches self, but also clings to

alibis for failure to read

has never felt fluency in reading

does not take the risk of trying to

follow the plot of a story, guessing and

correcting while reading independently

relies on external cues to meaning such

as help from teacher or classmate

continues to practise some reading

rituals he or she believes in, even when

they never yield the result of meaning

tries to get clues about reading, rather

than about the sense of what is written

on the page

can often arrive at single words (through

sounding and blending) but fails to grasp

the meaning of a sentence or a paragraph

hopes to have "something done to him/her"

rather than becoming the active,

responsible agent of reading.

"There is no point in shirking the issue:

there has to be effort by the learner.

But supporting adults can offer help

that is constant, firm, directly related

to his needs and based on an under-

standing of his ability as well as his

difficulties." (p. 203)
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A good reader often reads with a
questioning attitude and knows
what questions are appropriate to
ask in approaching various kinds
of print materials. A good reader
is constantly relating what he/
she is reading to what he/she
already knows.

IMPLICATIONS: The Reading 10
couue hetp4 4tudent6 inteAact
with text Vt./cough devetoping
theit abititie4 to arsk que4tion4
appropAiate to the matetiat they
aAe /Leading and thein puApo4e
OA /Leading. The Reading 10
couue atzo heto 4tudent4
a44e44 and entaAge theit back-
ground knowtedge o &tie and
Language, and to teaAn way4
bAinging thi4 backgAound to the
text.

A good reader reads a wide variety
of material, adjusting reading
rate and strategies to the type of
material and the purpose ir,

reading. A good reader is able to
employ survey and "going on"
techniques as well as careful re-
reading when appropriate.

IMPLICATIONS: The Reading 10

cottue pAovide4 oppontunity 604
4tudent4 to exptoAe kindis

teading mateniat they might not
4etect theme1ve4 witheat
encomagement. It heto
4tudent4 devetop a Aange oti

Aeading 4trategie6 appropAiate
to a widened Aange oti Aeading
mateAiaa and puApo4e4
/Leading. The Reading 10 couue
heto 4tudent4 inctea4e 4peed
wherce that i4 appropAiate, and
to Azad Atowty whete nece44aty
to tiutly exptorce meaning.

. A good reader
interested in .;ome
and language
in reading.

may become
of the words

p-7.tterns encountered

IMPLICATIONS: The Reading 10

COUA44. provide4 4tudent4 with
4tAategie4 tio4 ducting with
untiamitiaA woAdA and tanguage
patteAn4, a4 wett a4 way4 oti

adding to theit AtoAe o worLd4

and patteAn4.

A clood reader hears the voice of
the author and of characters
speking within the material when
reading silently. Many good
readers also respond to the sound
and rhythm of words in the
structured sequence of text.

IMPLICATIONS: The Reading 10

cout4e wvide4 4tudent4 with
oppoAty to become morte

41eitted at detecting authoA
tone and attitude, AepAoducing
in their,. mind4 4peech patteAms
and woxd4 4een in ptint.

. A good reader visualizes
appropriately while reading.

IMPLICATIONS: The Reading 10

couroe provide4 4tudent4 with
oppoAtunity to inc./Lease theix
abitity to crLeate vi4Uatiza-
tion4 within theit owvi mind4,
Aanging tirtom the appearance oti

a de4ctibed chatacteA to a 4tep
in a COnAtkaCtiOn 04 thinking
proce44. The Reading 10 couue
hetp4 4tmdent4 make the tink
between provided gAaphic4 and
worLd4 within 'mint mateAiat.



A good reader often enjoys talking
about reading and sharing ideas
discovered while reading.

IMPLICATIONS: The Reading 10
c otais e makez 4tudent4
inciteasingty awarte oti the /social
nattae Oi att. language
expetience, ptoviding oppoAtu-
nity 604 /shaxing ideaz, evatua-
tion4, and tecommendation4 with
each °the/L.

The behaviors which characterize a

good reader result in the ability to
approximate closely the meaning
intended by the author of a piece of
text. Thus, a good reader gains
meaning from text similar to that
intended by the person who created
the text.

The better the reader, the more fully
integrated and internalized the
various reading behaviors will have
become. Thus, for an excellent
reader, print is virtually trans-
parent, a window through which to see
meaning. In order to reach that goal
of textual transparency, however, the
reader may, at various times and in
various ways, have to focus on
aspects of print and of the reading
process in order to have the
necessary skills and understandings
to internalize it.

The Reading 10 course provides an
opportunity for:

learning specific skills in
reading;

. gaining specific understandings
about print materials;

. integrating and internalizing
the skills and understandings in
real reading situations.

By comparing the behaviors and
attitudes of a good reader with
those of less confident readers, the
stage can be set for positive
improvement.

Many existing ideas About teaching
reading fail because they are based
on inadequate descriptions and
concepts About the reading process
as a Whole. Any implementation of
the Reading 10 course requires
teaching methods based on valid
research findings. Some of the
implications of researchbased
methodology are spelled out on the
chart on the following page,
developed by Joseph Sanacore. The
chart oan be used as a directional
compass to help you know if you are
heading in the right direction in

method selection.

4 2
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Six Reading Comprehension Myths and Preventive/Corrective Strategies
Myth Manifestation of Myth Preventive/Corrective Strategies

1. Poor readers need a
solid foundation in
literal comprehension
before they are able
to read inferentially.

Teachers stress literal

comprehension activities.
Guide students to construct meaning through:

. Metacognitive iiiscussions.

. Strategy discussons.

. aost-reading discussions.

2. Young children are
unable to read
inferentially,

Teachers stress literal
comprehension activities.

Motivate students to make inferences by:
. Drawing or finding pictures that enrich the
meaning of text.

Acting out sentences from a story.
. Playing a variation of charades.
Engaging in prereading discussions that help
children weave new information into old
information.

. Engaging in postreading discussions that highlight
inferential questions.

3. Questions to aid
comprehension must
come from the teacher
or textbook.

Teachers expect students
to answer, 11%t not ask,
questions.

Help students generate their own questions by:
. Teaching them self-questioning strategies to help

them find the main points in text.
. Teaching them schema-general questions related to
the structure of complex short stories and quid:mg
them to use these generalized questions to create
story-specific questions.

4. Real understanding of
the text comes from
finding the author's
precise meaning.

Teachers direct
activities to interpreta-
tion of author's message.

Guide students to believe that their experiences
bring value to their reading and can enhance their
comprehension through:
. Relating what they read to their own attitudes,
perceptions, and feelings (when reading aesthetic
literature).
Using their experiences and purpose in reading to
affect their understanding (when reading non-
aesthetic material).

. Discussing the difficulty nf distinguishing
between aesthetic and non-aesthetic material due
to varied purposes for reading.
Linking reading and writing while incorporating a
response heuristic.

5. Looking back during
reading lessens
comprehension.

Teachers correct (or
penalize) students for
looking back.

Encourage students to use lookback strategies to
overcome blocks to comprehension by:
. Reading a passage and answering mabsequent
questions, some of which require lookbacks.

. Using monitoring and resolving strategies when
they encounter difficulty in comprehending, both
during instructional activities and independent
reading.

6. Good readers do not
need guidance in
effective reading and
studying of textbook
chapters.

Teachers provide minimal
instruction in reading/
studying techniques.

Provide systematic instruction in study methods, such
as:

. SQ3R (Robinson, 1962)

. PQ4R (Thomas and Robinson, 1977; Sanacore, 1982)
making and taking notes

. Transferring study techniques to resources being
used.

Design textbook-related tests to match the structure
of textbook chapters.

Figure 7: ASCD, Educational Leadership Feb. 1985 (p.45)

4 3
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Specific teaching suggestions will be
found in the accompanying monograph.
Here we can only outline an
appropriate stance:

Teacher as Role Model

One helpful role the teacher can
assume is that of rote model as a

fellow learner. If the Reading 10
class can become a fellowship of
readers, a conspiracy for solving
reading problems, and a collaboration
of student and teacher for the
improvement of reading, the teacher
will have done a great deal to break
down the wall which, although largely
imagined, nonetheless separates
proficient readers from less capable
ones.

As a role model, the teacher can

identify with the students as a

reader and as a learner. As a fellow
learner, the teacher can effectively
communicate an attitude which is,

after all, probably more important
than any one technique or teaching
approach, saying by mode and by
manner, "Reading is important to me.
I am constantly using it to extend
the limits of my world. And like
you, I am therefore often bumping up
against my own limitations as a

reader. Here's what I do to extend
my range of reading strategies...."

Teacher and Student Self-Concept

Student self-perception is a key to
improved reading, and the teacher
must consciously teach in such a way
that the student reverses previously
learned perceptions of him/herself as
a i ma-reader. The teacher who
accepts the role of fellow reader has
already taken a step toward enhancing
student self-concept. By focusing on
reader strengths, reader purpose, and
prior experience of the reader, the

teacher can break the self-defeating
cycle of "I can't, therefore I don't
read." As improved reading and study

44 -

skills help students achieve better
results in school, work, and
pleasure reading situations,
feelings of success will help them
read more widely,, tackle more
difficult reading assignments with
confidence, and increasingly
perceive themselves as readers and
learners.

Evaluation in Reading 10 will be

carried out for the following
purposes:

. to assess student strengths and
learn where help is needed;

. to measure student progress in

developing attitudes, skills and
approaches which characterize
good readers;

. to assign student marks based on
accomplishment of course
objectives.

In order to measure growth, the
reading teacher will use diagnostic,
ongoing and summative evaluation
procedures.

Diagnostic Procedures

The purpose of diagnostic procedures
is to discover what reading skills
students have aready gained in order
to develop teaching approaches to
build on those strengths while
helping students in areas of
weakness. Thus, diagnostic
procedures should be seen as a

method of assessing student
strengths, while helping students
discover those areas where they need
to become more confident and able as
readers. Assigning a grade level
through standardized testing is

probably the least helpful approach,
since it tends to reinforce negative
self-perceptions and offer the

teacher little valuable information
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about the way in which
reads. More helpful
approaches involve the
developing an awareness
strategies.

the student
diagnostic

student in
of reading

Figure 7 will provide the teacher
with a guide to characteristic
reading traits which could be noted
diagnostically.

Ongoing Evaluation

Throughout the course, evaluation
methods will be used to measure
student growth. Teachers are
encouraged to use a range of methods
for gathering information about
students' progress, including teacher
ebservation of reading behavior,
evaluation of student reading
records, snch as logs or reading
diaries, and unit end examinations.

Reluctant Reader

Summative Evaluation

Figure 8 shows a series of continua
along which reader progress can and
should be measured. . Final evaluation
of the course should include teacher
observation, student self-evaluation,
marks gathered on tests and response
assignments throughout the term, and
a final exam mark.

Nue*,

Om.

Under-confident Reader

Short-burst Reader

Disengaged Reader

Assisted Reader

Safe Reader -

r,

Eager Reader

Confident Reader

Sustained Reader

Involved Reader
w

0 0
Independent Reader z nH W8 m w
Risk-Taking Reader otc-1 w P

15 r,

Figure 8: Desired Outcomes of Reading 10

Each student will enter Reading 10 somewhere along the line between
these paired continua. The teacher's task will be to take each from
where he/she begins to a point somewhat closer to reading with
fluency.

A much fuller discussion of teaching methods and evaluative
procedures congruent with the objectives and philosophy of Reading
10 will be found in the monograph, TEACHING AND EVALUATING READING
IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL, to which the teacher is encouraged to
turn.
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